Designer, illustrator and wood engraver
Andrew Davidson brings alive a tradition
which owes nothing to fads and fashion but
is based on the discipline of fine drawing and
skilled craftsmanship. A graduate of the Royal
College of Art, Andrew has spent 30 years
honing his skill as an illustrator and wood
engraver. He works from a tree top studio in
the Stroud Valleys of Gloucestershire producing
work that has proved an inspiration to us
all at Lewis & Wood. Andrew’s work has
appeared on numerous book covers, Royal Mail
postage stamps, and possibly his most widely
recognised piece of work so far - the charming
Gloucestershire Old Spot pig on the Waitrose
organic sausage packets.
THE ART OF THE
WOOD ENGRAVER

the

ANDREW DAVIDSON
collection

Our collaboration with Andrew Davidson has been a pleasure and a privilege.
Andrew takes his references from the landscape around him, continuing the long tradition of British wood engravers who
often drew on natural subjects and the countryside for their work.
The fine detail in Andrew’s engravings is the starting point for the three fabrics you see now.
His ability to cut into wood and bring life to his chosen subject is a joy to see. It is the mark of the engraver that makes
these cloths unique. The process, although painstaking and time-consuming, has produced textiles of a rare
authenticity and charm.
‘Time ,thought and experience have gone into these cloths so we hope you enjoy them for what they are, heirloom pieces.’

1. the WOODBLOCK
An engraving begins with a block of
wood. Andrew insists on using only
English Boxwood, a slow-growing
tree with a very close grain which
allows an extraordinary level of
detail. There are only a handful of
craftsmen worldwide who have the
skill and sensitivity to create work of
this standard.
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2. the CREATIVE studio
The challenge presented to Magdalen
Jebb and the studio team was to
enlarge Andrew’s prints and put them
into repeat without losing the integrity
of his work. We were truly rewarded
and delighted by his response to the
first finished design on cloth “I am
very pleased with this design, it has
a rhythm to it, like a piece of music.
This is exactly how I cut it”.

3. production

PRINTING

This is the last stage of the process
which transforms a small wood
engraving into a large scale fabric. All
Andrew’s designs have been printed
on flat bed machines using fine mesh
screens to keep the sharpness of the
image. We chose the old-fashioned
approach of silk-screening in this
digital age, because we believe it gives
the correct mark on the fabric and does
justice to the original artwork.

DEER
PARK

Deer Park was our first collaboration with Andrew
Davidson.This simple one colour design really shows
the cut of the wood, probably more so than the other
prints, it is a purer interpretation of Andrew’s work.
Unembellished with additional colour, this design really
shows the master’s hand at work, deceptively simple
and printed on 100% linen woven in Scotland.
Printed width
139cm

Vertical repeat
77cm

ROYAL OAK

Composition
100% Linen

Featuring the landmark spire of St Mary’s Church in Tetbury and
named after the fugitive King Charles 11 taking refuge in an oak tree,
this pastoral print is perhaps the most ambitious fabric in the collection.
Printed on a Scottish linen union, with washes of colour to give two
seasonal variations on a classic English landscape, a pair of curtains in
this design would bring life to any view.

Colours

Printed width
137cm

Black

Vertical repeat
75cm
half drop repeat

Composition
56% Linen
44% Cotton

Rouge
Colours

Forest Green

This stunning underwater toile shows a divers
eye view of seals, fish and hermit crabs set in
swirling frames of bubbles and seaweed. Printed
on a crunchy cotton sailcloth woven in Lancashire,
Lamorna Cove comes in five chalky seaside colours
and is suitable for both curtains and upholstery.
Printed width
133.5cm

Vertical repeat
63cm
half drop repeat

Set 2 ‘SEASCAPE’

LAMORNA COVE

Autumn

Set 1 ‘ENGLISH COUNTRY’

Spring

Foxes

Diver

Roe Deer

Galleon

Salmon

Seals

Composition
100% Cotton

Colours

Seal Brown

Sou’wester Yellow

Lundy Green

Mussel Grey

TEA
TOWELS

Lewis & Wood took some of Andrew’s engravings of animals
and made a series of best selling tea towels called ‘English
Country’. So popular have these practical little pieces of his
art been we decided to produce a new ‘Seascape’ set featuring
a galleon, a diver and a pair of seals which echo the style and
palette of Lamorna Cove.
Composition
100% Cotton

Size
46x66cm

Shrimp Pink

